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E-List #12
[Denslow, Baum, and Oz]

Hello friends,
Courtesy of a recent collection, our resident "man behind the curtain" has spent ample
time of late wandering the Ozverse and so presents this list. We begin not with Baum
but with William Wallace Denslow, the original Oz illustrator, who had an early fallingout with the author but earned enough on Oz's book and stage profits to buy his own
island in Bermuda and crown himself King Denslow I, Monarch of Denslow Island and
Protector of the Coral Reefs as he went about his career. Included are a few pieces of
original Denslow art, and two books signed to Claude McCallan, from whom he bought
the island. (We enjoyed and recommend the Imaginary Worlds podcast episode "King
Denslow of Oz" as a fun glimpse of His Majesty.) We then turn to a few Baum /
Denslow collaborations before moving on with Baum's Oz sequels and non-Oz
offerings, largely illustrated by Denslow's successor John R. Neill. It might just be
lingering October, but we were pleased with how many illustrations throughout the Oz
canon felt more in line with Disney's 1985 nightmare-fuel Return to Oz than the 1939
MGM take. For much more and more to come, there's no place like our website's Oz /
Baum / Denslow category. Click your heels and scroll on through!
Not in Kansas,
Team CHB

1. King Denslow

1. DENSLOW, W.W. [Original Poster] Books To Burn!!
[East Aurora, NY]: [Roycroft], [1898]. Poster. 13.5" x 10.5". Printed in green, black,
and red/orange with Denslow's design of a monk happily warming his hands before a
flaming pile of Roycroft books. In modern frame measuring 20" x 17". Poster toned
with some fading to colors. Not examined out of frame.
Denslow provided cartoons and satirical drawings for the Roycrofter magazine The
Philistine: A Periodical of Protest beginning in the late 1890s and would continue to
work for the reformist community for several years. Denslow's images delighted Elbert
Hubbard as he attempted to portray himself as an iconoclast, supposedly infuriating the
traditional religious community of the day.
[Greene & Hearn p. 76 & 206]
$750

2. DENSLOW, W.W. [Original Art] Two original chalk sketches of different actors:
"The Dodger" & "Madeline"
[N.p.]: [n.p.]: [ca. 1895]. Two single sheets of original chalk sketches. 12.25" x 8.75"
each. Character costume designs, one labeled "The Dodger," and the other "Madeleine."
Both signed "DEN" with 1894 and 1895 dates, and additional gift inscriptions, not from
Denslow. In modern frame measuring 30" x 22". Not examined out of frame. Sketches
chipped with some rubbing.
In the mid 1890s Denslow began to receive praise as an artist, and resigned from The
Chicago Times-Herald as an illustrator. During this time he began to produce costume
designs for Chicago's Schiller Theatre, drawing praise for his knack for color
combination and contrast, and, of course, the sense of humor he brought to his work.
[Greene & Hearn pp. 43-45]
$2,500

3. DENSLOW, W.W. [Original Art] Original watercolor of Denslow's design for front
cover of American Commercial Traveler
[N.p.]: [n.p.]: [ca. 1896]. Single sheet of original drawing/watercolor. 14" x 11". Sketch
for American Commercial Traveler, with February 1896 date and Vol. 1, No 3 to top,
and tagline "Ye Commercial Traveler of Olden Time," near bottom. Signed "Denslow."
We find no record of a completed, printed serial by that name. In modern frame
measuring 21" x 18". Not examined out of frame. Chipped along edges.
A relatively early and colorful sketch from Denslow, showcasing his grasp of color and
character, which he had been refining in his work for theater at this time.
[Greene & Hearn 43-45]
$2,500

4. DENSLOW, W.W. [Original Art] Original watercolor, character costume design for
The Pearl and The Pumpkin
[N.p.]: [n.p.]: [ca. 1905]. Single sheet of original drawing/watercolor. 12" x 8 1/4".
Character costume design for the stage production of The Pearl and the Pumpkin done
in watercolor and pencil (no mention of character's name but it appears to be Mother
Carey). Signed "DEN" with trademark seahorse. In modern frame measuring 21" x 17".
Not examined out of frame.
Denslow was at the height of his prosperity and fame when he concocted the idea for a
play and full-length novel, The Pearl and the Pumpkin, very much in the style of The
Wizard of Oz. The sets and illustrations for the each were praised, but the storyline
failed to capture an audience, and both play and novel saw limited success.
[Greene & Hearn pp. 120-133]
$2,500

5. COWAN, John F.; W.W. Denslow [illus.]. A New Invasion of the South: Being a
Narrative of the Expedition of the Seventy-First Infantry, National Guard. Through the
United States, to New Orleans
New York: Board of Officers Seventy-First Infantry, Publishers, 1881. First Edition.
Octavo. 103 pp. + 25 pp. appendices. Four full-page black and white drawings by Ozillustrator William Wallace Denslow; black and white frontispiece, with tissue guard,
by an unknown artist. Brown boards stamped in copper.

Boards edgeworn. Title page detached but present. Binding is sound. Gift inscription to
front pastedown, with stamps to preliminaries and title page. Postcard laid in from
bookseller to friend of a Denslow collector, alerting them to the acquisition of this item.
Scarce and early W.W. Denslow item.
[Greene & Hearn 2]
$175

6. DENSLOW, W.W. Denslow [illus.]; Montgomery Ward & Co. The Montgomery
Ward & Co. Almanac and Year Book: A Book of Practical Information for the People 1898
Chicago: Montgomery Ward & Co., 1898. First Edition. Octavo. 96 pp. Front cover and
nine interior black and white illustrations by Denslow. Illustrated paper wraps.
Wraps edgeworn with some chipping. Binding is sound. Pages toned and a bit brittle
but unmarked. Housed in a custom-made clamshell case.
Scarce bit of advertising work done by Denslow two years before The Wizard of Oz. No
copies in retail at time of this writing and scarce in auction records.
[Greene & Hearn p. 207]
$175

7. DENSLOW, W.W.; Frederic W. Goudy [type design]. Denslow’s Mother Goose:
Being the Old Familiar Rhymes and Jingles of Mother Goose Edited and Illustrated by
W.W. Denslow
New York: McClure, Phillips & Company Publishers, 1901. First Edition, First State
with four pages of pictures at rear. Quarto. [96 pp.] Bright and highly amusing color
illustrations by Denslow throughout, with verses hand-lettered by the esteemed type
designer Frederic W. Goudy. Paper-covered boards with color illustration to front and
back, stamped in black. Illustrated endpapers. No dust jacket. Housed in custom
clamshell box.
Recased with original spine laid down; spine lettering very faint. General edgewear and
scuffing. Binding sound; some edgewear and spotting to pages but overall bright and
unmarked throughout.
[Greene & Hearn 24]
$1,250

8. MOORE, Clement C.; W.W. Denslow [illus.]; Grace Duffie Boylan [intro.]
Denslow's Night Before Christmas
New York: G.W. Dillingham Co. Publishers, 1902. First Edition, first state in papercovered boards with wrap-around illustration. Quarto. [64] pp. Color illustrations
throughout. Illustrated boards.
Boards show edgewear with brief exposure and general rubbing. Chipping to paper,
chiefly along spine. Tight in binding. Ownership inscription facing half title, pages
otherwise unmarked, and Denslow's fabulous illustrations remain clean and bright.
By no means a perfect example, but a very good and still collectible copy in the scarce
first state binding. Housed in a recent custom-made clamshell case.
[Greene & Hearn 26]
$1,250

Signed to Claude McCallan

9. DENSLOW, W.W. Denslow's Humpty Dumpty and Other Stories
New York: G.W. Dillingham Co. Publishers, 1903. First Edition. Signed by W.W.
Denslow on front free endpaper with inscription, "To my good friend Claude McCallan
with compliments of W.W. Denslow Sept 1 1903," with additional "DEN" signature and
seahorse colophon and tail curling down to the "9" in the date. Signed Denslow copies
are uncommon, and this inscription is of special interest, as Denslow purchased his
Bermuda island from McCallan a month later and shortly thereafter proclaimed himself
"King Denslow I, Monarch of Denslow Island and Protector of the Coral Reefs."
Denslow would split his time between New York and Bermuda, and did some of his
best work during his visits to the island.
Quarto. Unpaginated. Color illustrations throughout. Bound in gray cloth stamped in
dark red with a pictorial paper label in color to front.
Boards are edgeworn with some spotting and a touch of rippling to rear. Unfortunate
damage to interior with 1/3 of one page missing, and extensive, page-wide cut with
clumsy tape repair to another. Pages otherwise show some very light smudging and a
few stray short tears, but otherwise colors are bright and pages unmarked.
[Greene & Hearn 30; pp. 112-115]
$1,750

Signed to Claude McCallan

10. DENSLOW, W.W. Denslow's Scarecrow and the Tin-Man and Other Stories
New York: G.W. Dillingham Co. Publishers, 1904. First Edition. Signed by W.W.
Denslow on front free endpaper with inscription, "To. Mr. Claude McCallan with
compliments of W.W. Denslow Oct. 1904." Signed Denslow copies are uncommon, and
this inscription is of special interest, as Denslow had purchased his Bermuda island
from McCallan the previous year and shortly thereafter proclaimed himself "King
Denslow I, Monarch of Denslow Island and Protector of the Coral Reefs." Denslow
would split his time between New York and Bermuda, and did some of his best work
during his visits to the island.
Quarto. Unpaginated. Color illustrations throughout. Bound in green cloth stamped in
dark brown with a pictorial paper label in color to front.
Damage to rear cover; general edgewear and light spotting. Binding is sound. 3"
horizontal tear to title page with tape repair to recto. A few pages with small tears and
tape repair at bottom edge, not involving text or illustrations, otherwise interior just
generally toned with some occasional rubbing but overall clean and unmarked.
[Greene & Hearn 34; pp. 112-115]
$1,750

11. JOHNSTON, Isabel M.; W.W. Denslow [illus.]. The Jeweled Toad
Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company Publishers, 1907. First Edition. Large
octavo. 211 pp. 12 color plates, including frontispiece; numerous in-text two-color
illustrations. Tan boards stamped in red, green, and black.
Boards edgeworn with some bumping and scuffing, with brief exposure. Binding is
sound. Some light spotting and smudging to pages, but overall legible and unmarked
throughout.
Though praised for its storytelling, illustrations, and overall design, The Jeweled Toad
did not sell well. Considered one of Denslow's stronger works, recapturing some of the
mirth and whimsy from The Wonderful Wizard of Oz.
[Greene & Hearn 39; p.136-137]
$475

2. Baum / Denslow Collaborations & Aftermaths

12. BAUM, L. Frank; W.W. Denslow [illus.]; Alberta N. Hall [music]. The Songs of
Father Goose
Chicago: The George M. Hill Company, 1900. First Edition. Quarto. 84 pp. Black and
white illustrations and sheet music throughout. Maroon-colored paper-covered boards
with illustrations to front and rear.
Boards worn along edges with exposure; general rubbing and spotting. Ownership
inscriptions to front board and front free endpaper. Binding is sound. Smudging to
preliminaries, but overall pages unmarked.
26 verses from Father Goose: His Book, published the year before. This volume
published the same year as Baum and Denslow's The Wonderful Wizard of Oz.
[Bienvenue & Schmidt p. 171-173]
$125

13. BAUM, L. Frank; W.W. Denslow [illus.]. The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
Chicago: Geo. M. Hill Co., 1900. First Edition, First State except for second state plate
facing page 92 with no red shading on the horizon. Light green cloth stamped in red
and green, in binding variant B with publisher's imprint in red with sans-serif letters.
261 pp. 24 full-color illustrations, including title page, with two dark-blue blots on
forehead of the moon (facing page 34). Rear pastedown has a colophon of 11 lines
surrounded by a printed decorative border and the advertisement facing title page is
enclosed in a box. Includes the "low wail on," "peices," and "While Tin Woodman,"
text misprints. Lacks dust jacket. Housed in a custom-made slipcase.
Boards edgeworn with minor fraying to spine ends and very brief exposure to corners.
Soiled, with some spotting to rear. Front board gives a little, but overall binding is
sound. Interior colors remain bright.
After the success of their 1899 collaboration, Father Goose: His Book, Baum and
Denslow agreed to take on an ambitious new project together, complete with elaborate
book design and sumptuous color illustrations. One reviewer remarked, "for strange
vagaries of illustration and wild riots of color there is nothing to surpass the pictures of
W.W. Denslow... The Wizard of Oz is a revel of the imagination; the pictures the
commingled visions of multifold opium dreams." [Hamilton Spectator, Toronto, Dec
15, 1900.]
[Bievenue & Schmidt pp. 2-6]
$12,500

14. BAUM, L. Frank; W.W. Denslow [illus.]. The New Wizard of Oz
Chicago: M.A. Donohue & Co. Publishers, [ca. 1913]. Third Edition, First Printing
with Tin Woodman to rear board and "M.A. Donohue & Co." to title page. Large
octavo. 259 pp. 16 color plates with numerous in-text color and black and white
illustrations. Green cloth stamped in black and orange. Illustrated green and orange
endpapers. No dust jacket.
Boards worn along edges and joints with some minor fraying along rear joint. Boards a
bit shaky but overall binding holding soundly. Ownership inscription to front
pastedown, but otherwise pages unmarked.
Overall still a very good copy with 16 of the original Denslow color plates.
[Bienvenue & Schmidt p. 7-9]
$375

15. DENSLOW, W.W. [illus.]; Thos. H. Russell. Pictures from The Wonderful Wizard of
Oz
Chicago: George W. Ogilvie & Co., [1903.] First Edition. Octavo. 44 pp. with 22 (out
of 24) of Denslow's original color plates from the Wonderful Wizard of Oz first edition,
complete, with Russell's text printed on the blank backs. Two remaining "missing"
plates are actually glued face down to inside of front and back covers. Two leaves at
center, often missing from this volume, are detached but present. Illustrated cardstock
covers with cloth spine.
Light edgewear and some surface scratching to boards. Binding is sound aside from
detached leaves mentioned above. Bit of red discoloration to back of front cover and to
title page, but pages otherwise unmarked and illustrations remain bright.
Bienvenue suggests that these booklets may have been printed as a souvenir for the
125th performance of Broadway Majestic Theatre's The Wizard of Oz, its hugely
successful stage adaptation of the Baum and Denslow fairy tale. Scarce in retail.
[Bienvenue & Schmidt pp. 145-146]
$750

3. Baum Moves On...

16. BAUM, L. Frank; John R. Neill [illus.]. The Marvelous Land of Oz
Chicago: The Reilly & Britton Co., 1904. First Edition, second printing in binding B
with navy blue lettering outlined in metallic silver. Copyright page ends with
"Published, July, 1904," and illustration facing page 23 is captioned "Old Mombi Puts
Jack In The Stable." Large octavo. 287 pp. 16 full color illustrations; black and white
illustrations throughout. Endpapers illustrated in dark green with Montgomery and
Stone in their costumes from the 1902 The Wizard of Oz musical. No dust jacket.
Boards lightly edgeworn and spine ends nudged. Binding gives a little and a few
gatherings starting, but overall holding soundly. Previous owner's gift inscription, dated
Christmas 1904, to front free endpaper.
Baum's sequel to The Wizard of Oz and the first book to feature John R. Neill's
illustrations. Though the title is often shortened to The Land of Oz, the full titles gives a
fair accounting of the cast: The Marvelous Land of Oz: Being an Account of the
Scarecrow and Tin Woodman and Also the Strange Experiences of the Highly
Magnified Woggle-Bug, Jack Pumpkinhead, the Animated Saw-Horse and the Gump;
The Story Being a Sequel to the Wizard of Oz.
[Bienvenue & Schmidt pp. 39-42]
$1,250

17. BAUM, L. Frank; Ike Morgan [illus.]. The Woggle-Bug Book.
Chicago: The Reilly & Britton Co., 1905. First Edition in second state binding B with
pale-yellow background and "The Woggle-Bug Book" printed in yellow to rear. Folio.
48 pp. Color illustrations throughout. Recent green cloth spine; thin pictorial cardboard
covers.
Expertly repaired with new green cloth spine, repair of corners, minor tears repaired,
cleaned, tape removed. General smudging and rubbing, binding sound, preliminaries
foxed, but overall pages unmarked and legible throughout.
Published to coincide with the play of the same name, the book itself faired poorly and
the play closed soon after opening. Due to its large format and fragile nature, one of the
harder-to-find Baum items.
[Bienvenue & Schmidt 217-219 pp.]
$1,500

18. BAUM, L. Frank; John R. Neill [illus.]. John Dough and the Cherub
Chicago: The Reilly & Britton Co., 1906. First Edition, first printing with "The Reilly
& Britton Co." to spine, "cage" to p. 275, and including the "Is the Cherub Girl or
Boy?" contest blank attached and facing p. 8. Large octavo. 315 pp. Black and white
and color illustrations throughout. Light tan cloth stamped in black, brown, and red.
Fairly impressive and disturbing raging/crazed Mifket endpapers.

Wear to extremities, rubbing to spine and front cover with some general smudging.
Hinges cracked but holding; tear with loss to front free endpaper, with a clean
horizontal marginal tear to p. 25-6 and a torn corner at bottom of plate on p. 63, with no
loss.
Oz-like fantasy from Baum featuring John Dough, a gingerbread man, and Chick the
Cherub, whose gender reveal was part of the marketing campaign for the book, though
no records of the result were ever published.
[Bienvenue & Schmidt pp. 225-227]
$175

19. BAUM, L. Frank; John R. Neill [illus.]. Ozma of Oz
Chicago: The Reilly & Britton Co., 1907. First Edition, first printing in Binding A with
"The Reilly & Britton Co." to spine, "O" in Ozma on page [11] present, and two titles
listed on page [272]. Large octavo. 270, [2] pp. Color and black and white illustrations
throughout. Endpapers printed in full color. No dust jacket.
Boards edgeworn with brief exposure; general rubbing and soiling. Recased; binding is
sound; gift inscription to half-title; some smudging to interior pages but otherwise
unmarked and legible throughout.
Third book in the Oz series, featuring Tik-Tok, the Wheelers, and the Nome King.
[Bienvenue & Schmidt pp. 28-30]
$950

20. BAUM, L. Frank; John R. Neill [illus.]. The Road to Oz
Chicago: The Reilly & Britton Co., 1909. First Edition, first printing with spine imprint
"Reilly & Britton" in upper and lowercase letters and pages printed in sheaves of
colored paper. Perfect type for "Toto on," at page 34, but damaged numeral to page 121
and lacking numeral and caption at page 129. Advertises Laura Bancroft books and
four Baum titles at rear. Large octavo. 264 pp. Black and white illustrations throughout.
Light green cloth boards stamped in black, dark green, red, and light yellow-brown.
Endpapers illustrated in black and red on tan paper. No dust jacket.
Moderate wear and surface scratching to boards with some mild exposure to spine,
which has been expertly recased. Binding is sound; ownership page filled in but pages
otherwise unmarked.
Fifth book in the Oz series, featuring Dorothy Gale and Toto, joined by the Shaggy
Man, Button Bright, and Polychrome the Rainbow's Daughter. Toto's first time back to
Oz since The Wizard of Oz.
[Bienvenue & Schmidt pp. 39-42]
$500

21. BAUM, L. Frank; John R. Neill [illus.]. Dorothy and the Wizard in Oz
Chicago: The Reilly & Britton Co. [ca. 1911]. Second Printing in binding variant C
with metallic-gold background to front illustration and with no silver embellishment to
Tin Woodman at spine. Large octavo. 256 pp. 16 full color illustrations, though without
captions; black and white illustrations throughout. Light blue cloth boards stamped in
black with color paper label to front. Illustrated endpapers, printed in black and yellow,
though rear endpapers have been inserted upside-down. No dust jacket.
Boards show very slight wear to extremities and some light spotting to front. Binding is
sound. Ownership page filled out in pencil in a child's hand, and pages otherwise
unmarked.
The fourth book in the Oz series was written shortly after the 1906 San Francisco
earthquake and begins with an earthquake opening up crack in the earth and Dorothy
and friends falling into a cavern. One of only two Oz books for which Neill prepared
large full color paintings for the illustrations, the other being The Emerald City of Oz.
[Bienvenue & Schmidt pp. 33-35]
$600

22. BAUM, L. Frank; John R. Neill [illus.]. The Patchwork Girl of Oz
Chicago: The Reilly & Britton Co., 1914. First Edition, first printing, first state with
"to" printed in the "C" of "Chap. Three" on page 35, and "You Will Be Glad To
Know..." to page 343. Large octavo. 340 pp. Black and white and color illustrations.
Green cloth boards stamped in dark green, red, and yellow, with the Woozy vignette
embellished in red at spine. Full-color illustrated endpapers. No dust jacket.
Boards edgeworn with some light general soiling. Rear board gives slightly, but overall
binding is sound. Ownership page filled in with blue pen; pages show some light
smudging here and there but overall unmarked.
Seventh Oz book in the series, marking Baum's return after he tried to end the series
with The Emerald City of Oz. Introduces Scraps the Patchwork Girl, who would remain
a very popular Oz character with major roles in The Gnome King of Oz, The Wonder
City of Oz, and as the title character in A Runaway in Oz.
[Bienvenue & Schmidt pp. 50-53]
$500

23. BAUM, L. Frank; John R. Neill [illus.]. Rinkitink in Oz
Chicago: The Reilly & Britton Co. 1916. First Edition, first printing in very light bluegreen cloth with "Reilly & Britton" to spine and no advertisements to verso of
ownership page. Large octavo. 314 pp. 12 full color illustrations; black and white
illustrations throughout. Light blue-green cloth boards stamped in black with color
paper label to front. Illustrated endpapers, printed in black. No dust jacket.
Boards lightly edgeworn with some general smudging and some very light surface
scratching. Binding is sound. Ownership page filled in; pages otherwise unmarked.
The tenth book in the Oz series, notable for a large portion of the action taking place
outside of Oz. Features Prince Inga and Bilbil the Goat in addition to King Rinkitink.
[Bienvenue & Schmidt pp. 68-69]
$500

24. BAUM, L. Frank; John R. Neill [illus.]. The Tin Woodman of Oz: A Faithful Story
of the Astonishing Adventure Undertaken by the Tin Woodman, Assisted by Woot the
Wanderer, the Scarecrow of Oz, and Polychrome, the Rainbow's Daughter.
Chicago: The Reilly & Britton Co. 1918. First Edition, first printing with publisher's
spine imprint and title page reading "Reilly & Britton," and verso of ownership page
listing titles to The Tin Woodman of Oz. Large octavo. 288 pp. 12 full color
illustrations; black and white illustrations throughout. Red cloth boards stamped in
black with color paper label to front. Illustrated endpapers, printed in black. No dust
jacket.
Boards show light edgewear with some rubbing to front illustration. Binding is sound.
Most notable flaw is loss of front bottom corner of rear free endpaper (approx. 5"x3"
area) where it appears to have been affixed to rear pastedown and torn off. Possible
binder's error with paper flaw also to rear pastedown. Ownership inscription to front
pastedown, but pages otherwise unmarked.
Twelfth Oz book in the series involving the Tin Woodman's search for the young
Munchkin maid to whom he was betrothed when he was Nick Chopper, before his
transformation to the Tin Woodman.
[Bienvenue & Schmidt pp. 73-75]
$600

25. BAUM, L. Frank; John R. Neill [illus.]. The Magic of Oz
Chicago: The Reilly & Lee Co. 1919. First Edition, first printing with verso of
ownership page listing titles to The Tin Woodman of Oz. Large octavo. 266 pp. 12 full
color illustrations; black and white illustrations throughout. Light green cloth boards
stamped in black with color paper label to front. Illustrated endpapers, printed in black.
No dust jacket.
Boards and paper label illustration worn around edges with some stray scuffs here and
there. Front board gives a little but overall binding holding soundly. Plate at page 136
detached but present, and worn with discoloration around edges. Ownership page filled
in; pages otherwise toned but unmarked.
The thirteenth book in the Oz series, published one year after Baum's death. The Oz
books had experienced slower sales throughout World War I, and unfortunately Baum
did not live to see the remarkable turn-around in the first year of peace, as The Magic of
Oz and its 1920 follow-up, Glinda of Oz, sold particularly well.
[Bienvenue & Schmidt pp. 79-80]
$275

26. BAUM, L. Frank; John R. Neill [illus.]. Complete Set of 4 Wizard of Oz Jell-O
Booklets incl. Ozma and the Little Wizard, The Scarecrow and the Tin Woodman, Jack
Pumpkinhead and the Sawhorse, and Tik-Tok and the Nome King
Chicago: The Reilly & Lee Co., [ca. 1933]. First Thus, reissues of four of the books
included in the Jig-Saw Puzzle sets issued in 1932. 12mo. 29 pp. each, with Jell-O
advertisements and recipes to rear. Color and black and white illustrations. Illustrated
stapled wraps with Scarecrow and Tin Woodman carrying large plate of Jell-O at rear.
Light edgewear to covers, with colors remaining bright. Bindings are sound and pages
clean and unmarked. A very good or better set of a scarce find for Oz or Jell-O
enthusiasts alike.
$300

27. BAUM, L. Frank; John R. Neill [illus.]. Complete set of 9 Oz Junior Editions incl.:
The Scarecrow and the Tin Woodman of Oz [with] Princess Ozma of Oz; Little Dorothy
and Toto of Oz [with] The Cowardly Lion and the Hungry Tiger of Oz; Jack
Pumpkinhead and the Sawhorse of Oz [with] Tik-Tok and the Gnome King of Oz; The
Emerald City of Oz; The Land of Oz; The Road to Oz; The Patchwork Girl of Oz;
Rinkitink of Oz; and The Lost Princess of Oz
Chicago: Rand McNally Co., 1939. Mixed printings with only The Scarecrow and the
Tin Woodman a first printing. Nine duodecimo volumes. Various paginations. Color
and black and white illustrations. Illustrated boards. No dust jackets as issued.
Boards edgeworn with some general smudging and slightly heavier wear to Jack
Pumpkinhead. Bindings are sound. Pages unmarked. Scarce complete.
$275

28. BAUM, L. Frank; Walt McDougal [illus.]; W.W. Denslow; Peter Maresca [ed.].
Queer Visitors From The Marvelous Land of Oz: The Complete Comic Strip Saga 19041905 - The Fairy Tale by L. Frank Baum / The Pictures by Walt McDougal - Featuring
the Complete Scarecrow & the Tinman by W.W. Denslow and Many Other Comic
Delights
Palo Alto, CA: Sunday Press, 2009. First Edition. Oversized Folio. Unpaginated. Color
illustrations throughout. Illustrated boards with red cloth spine. No dust jacket as
issued. Illustrated character card sheet and publisher's promotional pamphlet laid in at
front. Boards worn at extremities. Binding is sound and pages clean and unmarked.
Includes several essays on Baum and various aspects of the Oz world. Overall a
handsome production.
$90
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